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NYGH Art Elective Programme offers a holistic and comprehensive
study of art with an emphasis on the direct experience of visual arts
through understanding, appreciating, critiquing and creating. It covers
historical and theoretical studies in Art, emphasises creative processes
and exposes students to a wide range of media and fine art forms. 
 
To enable students to pursue the study of Art with depth, breadth, and
rigour, the teachers creates an environment that encourages creativity,
critical thinking, and collaboration as well as space for students’
individual art practice. Key features of the NYGH AEP curriculum
include:

The Art Elective Programme (AEP) was first conceived in
1984 to provide art education in Singapore to grow
artistic and creative capabilities in students and nurture
art talents. First implemented in two secondary schools,
one of which was Nanyang Girls’ High School (NYGH),
the AEP is now offered at 8 secondary schools and junior
colleges, and also made available to students from all
schools via the AEP Centre. 
 
The AEP allows students who have interest and artistic
potential and talent to pursue an in-depth study and
practice across a wide range of art media and theory. In
NYGH, the AEP is a customised four-year course
designed to stimulate deeper passion for Art, develop
well-informed, creative and critical thinkers and makers
of Art and enable girls to realise their vision for Art.
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Developmental opportunities are also created to broaden
the students' experiences and empower them to apply
their knowledge and skills in real-life projects. 
These include:
 
 

An integration of Art theory and studio practice
A wide range of media, art forms and theory, including
drawing, painting, ceramics, sculpture, installation,
design, new media and technology, art history and
criticism
Guided gallery and museum visits, artist studio visits
Workshops and masterclasses by professionals in the
creative industries
Overseas immersion trip

Workshops with artists
Dialogue sessions with stakeholders 

Cultural exchange with high school
     in the art industry
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At the Secondary 3 level, our students will
participate in the annual Art Elective Global
Classroom Programme to Taiwan to broaden
their global perspectives. Each student will get
the opportunity to embark on an experiential
journey planned by themselves with close
guidance from the teachers. Key highlights of
the immersion programme include:
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https://www.nygh.edu.sg/aesthetics

Opportunities to learn and collaborate with AEP
students from other schools
Creating and exhibiting Art at platforms within
and beyond school
Service Learning project for fund-raising through
art to benefit local vulnerable communities
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"AEP at NYGH goes beyond Art as a subject. The four years was a journey
that challenged my limits and pushed me to grow as both an artist and a
person. In AEP, I was able to meet like minded creatives and learn
collaboratively with friends and teachers who shared my passion and
enthusiasm for art. There were many enriching opportunities that
encouraged hands-on involvement within the creative industry. Also,
platforms that encourage contributions back to society through
community service."
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"My journey in the arts began with AEP at Nanyang Girls’ High. It was a crucial
site of respite, exploration, and creativity in the midst of competitive academic
pressures. The programme gave me the space to take the craft of seeing,
making, and story-telling seriously, and taught me the importance of sensing
attentively to the sights and sounds of my environment. I am grateful for this
initial arts education experience, which carried me to a logical conclusion of
paying it forward, and gifting back to the community in my role as an artist and
arts educator today.."
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